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Specifications

DIMENSIONS: 1 x 1 x 1 inches

WEIGHT: 54 pounds

PHOTO RESOLUTION: 16MP/12MP/8MP/5MP

VIDEO RESOLUTION: 1080P/720P/D1/VGA

DETECTION ANGLE: Up to 120 °

DETECTION DISTANCE: 80ft (day), 65ft (night)

FILL LIGHT LED WAVELENGTH: 940nm (No Glow)

FILL LIGHT LED QUANTITY: 48 pcs

TRIGGER TIME: 2s – 0.5s

WATERPROOF LEVEL: IP66

WORKING TEMPERATURE: – 4°F – 160°F

MEMORY CARD TYPE: Up to 32G TF Card (Class 10)

POWER SUPPLY TYPE: Battery/External

BATTERY TYPE: AA Battery

WORKING VOLTAGE: 6V

EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY: DC 6V

STANDBY TIME: Up to 6 Months



PHOTO FORMAT: JPEG

BRAND: Vikeri

Introduction

The Vikeri Trail Camera provides an ultra-high-resolution video and images quality. It is built with a 2.4” LCD color
screen. This camera has a number of features which include IP66 waterproof, fast triggering speed, 120 degrees
wide angle, and easy installation. The trigger distance provided by the camera is about 25m during the day and
20 meters during the night. This trigger is lightning fast with a speed which is lower than 0.2 seconds with 1 to 3
shots. It has ultra-high concealment design and features a stand by time of 180 days.

CONGRATULATIONS!

You are invited to Activate Your LIFETIME WARRANTY NOW AND GET A FREE GIFT

Just register your product online at vikeri.tech/warranty

Few Words From VIKERI
First of all, thank you for choosing. We are grateful for your trust in our products. VIKERI has been studying
cameras for decades. We have continuously designed several models of trail cameras for different needs based
on our research. We engage to provide the right product to the right customer.

VIKERI believes in Connection. We would like to build a little lovely community where we could connect with each
other and share our lives, our emotions, our experience, our joy, and our sadness. Thank you for joining us.

Product Introduction

E2 Trail Camera is an advanced model for daily use. If you are interested in wildlife monitoring or you would like to
see who are the secret visitors in your garden, E2 Trail Camera is the perfect choice for you.

Structure

http://vikeri.tech/warranty


1. Lens

2. Infrared LEDs

3. PIR motion sensor

4. LCD screen

5. Menu button

6. Replay button

7. Navigation buttons

8. Shot button

9. OK button

10. TF card slot

11. USB slot

12. Operating mode switch

13. Fixation port

14. 6V 1.5A Power supply port

15. Baterry slots



Components

Micro USB Cable

Fixation Kit

Installation Belt

Parameter



Function









1. TL Video: Time lapse video. Camera will first of all, take photos between certain period (set up in “Target

Recording Time” and “Time Lapse”), then the camera will generate a video with these photos. This

function usually used to record flower bloom.

2. For example, we set the 1 minute video length and 30 seconds shot lag. When the camera detect an

animal, it will start to record a 1-minute video. However, the camera will not detect continuously. When

the video is done, the camera will not detect immediately. It will detect again 30 seconds after the video in

order to save the battery.

3. In order to use the “Target Recording Time” function, please make sure that you have already turn off the

“Time Lapse” function and set up the length of the lapse between each photo.

4. If you turn on the “Time Lapse” and turn off the “Target Recording Time”, the camera will take photos until



the memory card is full.

5. If you use several cameras at the same time and you want to recognize which camera took which photos

and videos, set up a serial number could help you. The serial number will show on the bottom right of the

photos or videos.

Operation

Getting Started

As the Trail Camera doesn’t have built-in memory, a Micro SD memory card must be inserted into the camera
before using.

1. Open the camera by unlocking two side locks.

2. Open the battery compartment.

3. Place 4 or 8 AA 1.5V type alkaline batteries into slots. NOTE:Must be alkaline.If you have only 4 AA alkaline

batteries,and make sure to place them all in the upper or lower half of the battery compartment.

4. Insert  Micro SD  memory card.

Please note

TF high-speed card (Micro SD memory card) of Class 10 is required for this camera.

This camera is compatible for using Micro SD (TF) cards with a capacity up to 32GB.

Please format your Micro SD (TF) card before the first use.

Camera must be turned off before inserting or taking out the memory card.

Do not take out Micro SD (TF) card or disconnect the camera from USB port while formatting the card or

transferring data to your computer, otherwise recorded data and memory card may become damaged.

Operating

As soon as you have inserted the batteries and a Micro SD card,the camera is ready for work! All you need to do
is to choose a position for it and turn it on by setting the operating mode switch to ON.



The camera has the following default settings:

Mode:Photo

Photo resolution:5MP

Photo series:1 photo

Video resolution:1280x720P

Video length:10 seconds

Audio recording:On

Shot lag:30 seconds

Motion sensor sensitivity:Middle

Target recording time:Off

Time-lapse:Off

With the default settings, the camera will first take 1 photo when its motion sensor detects a moving object. Please
note that If you want sharper image quality, you can turn up the resolution, however, photo and video files created
with these settings will take up more space on the memory cards.
For instance, a 4GB Micro SD (TF) card can store about 140 photos plus 70 videos (10 sec each) with the default
settings. Therefore if you are using a small capacity Micro SD (TF) card, or considering setting your camera for a
longer period of time, you might want to reduce photo and/or video resolution in the Settings.

Positioning the Camera

In TEST mode you can work out the best exposure angle and range of the motion sensor.First put the operating
mode switch to TEST,then align the camera as follows:

Fasten the camera to a tree or any other suitable object using the included strap and align the camera in the
desired direction.Then move slowly from one side of the target area to another. While doing this, watch the
indicator located between IR LEDs.

If the red indicator lights up, you have been detected by the motion sensor. This way you can find the best position
for the camera.The detecting range of the sensor is 120°.

NOTE: Setting the camera too close to tree branches can result in many “empty” photos as the motion sensor will
detect movements of tree branches and leaves. You can also adjust the sensor sensitivity to the lower level to
avoid irrelevant triggering.

Turning on the Camera

To turn on the camera,set the operating mode switch to ON. You will see a blinking blue indicator on the front
panel. After 15 seconds the camera will start to operate independently and will go into standby mode. As soon as
any object enters the detecting range of the motion sensor,the camera will be activated and will start capturing



photos and/or videos (depending on the selected setup).

When the object moves out of the detecting range of the motion sensor,the camera will go back into standby
mode.

In the nighttime, infrared LEDs will provide the required light for capturing photos/videos.The effective range of the
IR LEDs is 10- 65ft. Pictures and videos taken at night are black and white.

NOTE: During the night, camera will use more energy for IR LEDs.Therefore,if the battery is low (Less than
1/2),the camera will not take photos or shoot videos at night, while in the daytime,the camera will work normally
even with a low battery.

Playback

You can quickly preview recorded photos and videos on the LCD screen. Open the camera by unlocking two side
locks and set the operating mode switch to the TEST position. Press REPLAY key and Up/Down navigation keys
to review the photos/videos. To play videos, press OK key to start playing and press OK again to stop. Press
REPLAY key to return back to standby.

Delete Selected Files
You can use this function to delete photos/video recordings from the memory card. Find the file you want to delete
in REPLAY mode, then press the MENU key, select “Delete current file” and press OK to delete the selected
recording.

Delete All Files
You can delete all recordings from the memory card by pressing MENU key when in REPLAY mode, then select
“Delete all files” and press OK.

Activate Slide Show
For an automatic review of the photos and videos stored on the memory card, press MENU in REPLAY mode, and
select “Activate Slide Show”.Each photo/video will be displayed for about 2 seconds. To stop the slide show and
keep the current image on the screen, press the OK button.

Write Protection
This function can be used to protect individual files from accidental deletion. When in REPLAY mode, press
MENU and select “Write-protect,” then choose “Write-protect current file” to protect the selected photo/video.
Select “Write-protect all files” to protect all recordings from accidental deletion.Select “Unlock current file” to
remove write protection for the selected recording. Select “Unlock all files” to remove write protection for all saved
recordings.

Installation

If you want to put the camera on the wall, the Fixation Kit is ready for you�

1. Mark the installation position with the help of the metal plate and make holes in the wall;



2. Put the green components in the holes;.

3. Fix the Fixation Kit by following the picture;

4. Put the camera at the position you have chosen and fix the camera with screws;

If you want to Install the camera on a tree, you could simply use the Installation Belt �

1. Pass the Installation Belt through the support on the back of the camera. If the Belt is too long for the tree

which you choose, there are 3 holes on each side the  support, you could pass the Installation Belt through

several holes to shorten the  belt;



2. Put the camera on the bottom of the tree;

3. Go to the other side of the tree, pass the belt through the buckles by following the picture;

4. Adjust the position of the camera then tighten the belt;

5. If you afraid that the camera would fall, you could also use the Fixation Kit and the Installation Belt together to

make sure that the camera is sturdily fixed on the right position.

Precautions

Do not dip the camera in the water.

The camera can work under 160°F but please keep the camera far enough from fire to protect batteries.

Alkaline batteries are strongly recommended because alkaline batteries are able to provide strong and stable

power to the camera.

Please do not mix old batteries and new batteries.

If a DC 6V power adapter is used to supply the camera, please make sure there are no batteries in the camera

in order to prevent the overcharge.

Warranty

In the spirit of “high quality, service, and development”, with the concept of “Quality products, reasonable prices,
and considerate service” and the principle of responsibility and openness. We solemnly promise you: We
guarantee that the manufactured products are produced and inspected in accordance with the relevant national
standards. Substandard products will never leave the factory. Guarantee strict performance and fulfillment of
product warranty, and strictly enjoy the relevant regulations of professional service.To get extra 12-month



warranty,total 24 months,please contact official service team: Email:support@vikeri.tech ,and provide
information(order number,product name).When the trail camera is replaced, the warranty will still be the original
trail camera you bought. You may return the product after first obtaining a Return Material Authorization number
and following any other guidelines.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

What happens when the SD card becomes full? Our new videos recorded over top of old ones or does

it just stop recording?

The camera stops recording once the SD card is full.

Does it use a class 10 card or a regular micro card, or a SD card?

It can take a micro-SD card, class 10.

Will regular batteries work?

It isn’t recommended to use regular batteries.

How long do fresh batteries last?

The life of the battery depends on the usage.

What kind of memory card do I need to purchase?

It requires SD card for storing the recordings.

Does it have a night only setting?

Yes, it has a night only setting which can be found in the app.

Can you plug it into socket instead of using batteries?

No, it can’t be plugged in to the socket.

Can I use an SDHC SD card?

No.

Does this camera have GPS? Helps to find if stolen.

No, it doesn’t have GPS.

Can it be used, for example, for delayed plant growth?

Yes, it features a time-lapse mode which can be used for delayed plant growth.

Does this have audio recording?

Yes, it features audio recording.

I can’t turn on my camera!

Please check if the batteries is full power;

Please check if battery polarity is correct;

Please re-install the batteries.

My camera is not taking photos or recording videos!

Check if the TF card is Class 10;

Check if the TF card works normally on other devices;

Format the TF card.

The camera doesn’t detect anything!

mailto:support@vikeri.tech


Please make sure that the camera is not behind the glass;

Please check the setting in the menu to adjust the detection distance and the detection sensibility of the

camera then try again.

Why the camera doesn’t record during the night but it works well during day time!
Please check the battery level of the camera. If the battery is low (1/3 of the full battery), the night vision function
will automatically shut down. Please change the  batteries then the night vision function will restore.

My “Target Recording Time” function doesn’t work!
Please check if you have also turned on the “Time Lapse” function and have chosen the time lapse mode then set
up the lapse length.
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